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Abstract—Video summarization techniques aim at condensing
a full-length video to a significantly shortened version that still
preserves the major semantic content of the original video. Movie
summarization, being a special class of video summarization, is
particularly challenging since a large variety of movie scenarios
and film styles complicate the problem. In this paper, we propose
a two-stage scene-based movie summarization method based on
mining the relationship between role-communities since the rolecommunities in earlier scenes are usually used to develop the
role relationship in later scenes. In the analysis stage, we construct a social network to characterize the interactions between
role-communities. As a result, the social power of each rolecommunity is evaluated by the community’s centrality value and
the role communities are clustered into relevant groups based on
the centrality values. In the summarization stage, a set of feasible
summary combinations of scenes is identified and an informationrich summary is selected from these candidates based on social
power preservation. Our evaluation results show that in at
most test cases the proposed method achieves better subjective
performance than attention-based and role-based summarization
methods in terms of semantic content preservation for a movie
summary.
Index Terms—Movie analysis, movie summarization, social
network analysis, video adaptation, video summarization.

I. Introduction

V

IDEO summarization aims at condensing a full-length
video to a significantly shortened version that still preserves the major content of the original video [1], [2]. Movie
summarization is a special class of video summarization. It
can be applied for browsing through a movie over a handheld device or a personal multimedia system in a short period
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when a viewer does not have enough time to completely
watch a movie. Under such a scenario, movie summarization
techniques can help a user to trim unimportant or redundant
movie content. Generally speaking, the summarization process
condensates video content according to motion activities,
visual attention, and/or specific event-based criteria. Although
manual video summarization by a professional person usually
achieves a better viewing experience, different viewing time
constraints and user preferences would consume huge amount
of manpower for editing video summaries.
The simplest summarization approach is to uniformly downsample video frames with a fixed time interval. However, the
major problem of the uniform downsampling approach is to introduce nonuniform information loss. To generate good video
summaries, a video summarization method should be able to
automatically identify important content in a video. According
to the types of content used for video analysis, existing video
summarization methods can be classified into cognitive-level
approaches [2]–[6] and affective-level approaches [7]–[11].
The cognitive-level approaches extract audio-visual features
from a video to identify a set of important key frames/shots
to represent the whole video. Several existing cognitive-level
methods usually use various low-level features, such as color,
texture, audio-visual tempo, and motion features, to identify
video highlights [2], [3]. Some cognitive-level methods extract
significant video events to represent the original video, which
is particularly helpful for domain-specific summarization applications. For example, the method proposed in [4] detects
soccer game events, such as goal, referee, and penalty box
events, through low-level features, and generates a summary
to include these detected events. The method proposed in
[5] utilizes concept-expansion trees to construct a relational
graph for characterizing the semantic concepts of documentary
videos. A graph modeling-based method is proposed in [6]
to detect scene changes from the interconnectivity among
clusters, followed by a summarization process that chooses
significant motion attention content from the scene level to
the subshot level.
The affective-level approaches edit a summary by modeling the affective content via user feedbacks. Most existing
affective-level methods adopt various kinds of approaches to
collect emotion information and map low-level video features
into the emotion space. The method proposed in [7] represents
and models the affective content of a video as the points
of emotion space of the video based on the “dimensional
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Fig. 1.
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Overview of the proposed movie summarization framework.

approach to affect” that is known from the field of psychophysiology. In [8], an affective scene classification method was
proposed to classify affective audio-visual words based on
latent topic driving models. The physiological responses of
humans are exploited in [9] to identify the most entertainment
segments of a video to produce a summary. The video player
system proposed in [10] adaptively controls the playback speed
according to the user behavior. Each user is first asked to fastforward a video and then the player learns the user behavior for
adapting playback speed. The method proposed in [11] uses a
facial expression recognition method to identify the emotion
of a viewer so as to find the highlights of a video.
As a special class of video summarization, movie summarization is particularly challenging as the large variety
of movie scenarios and film styles complicate the problem
considerably. Many existing movie summarization methods
detect movie highlights by bridging the gap between the lowlevel audio-visual features and the affective content. However,
the data used for modeling the affective content or learning
the affective model is usually hard to cover all possible movie
scenarios and film styles. Moreover, the causal relationships
inside a movie are also hard to be directly modeled by using
low-level audio-visual features, thus making the condensed
version not comprehensive enough to viewers. Recently, a
few movie analysis works adopt both the concepts of social
network analysis and role recognition to identify roles in a
movie [12]–[15], where the role interactions in the movie
are treated as a social behavior, and are then modeled via
a network structure. The method proposed in [12] identifies
leading roles and role communities by constructing a role
network. The constructed role network is applied to divide
the movie into many independent story segments. The method
proposed in [13] further extends the concept of role networks
[12] by additionally considering the role appearances between
adjacent shots. The method proposed in [14] uses an audio
segmentation method and the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) approach to identify the major actors of a movie.

The method proposed in [15] uses face clustering and role
appearance probability to extract movie highlights. Although
the methods in [12]–[15] can be used to characterize the
interactions of roles, they still do not take into account the
causal relationships between role communities. Besides, the
quality of summary is subjective to viewers, and, hence, it is
hard to produce a satisfactory summary without considering
user preferences.
In this paper, we propose a novel scene-based movie summarization framework by exploring the causal relationships
of role communities and considering user preferences when
generating the movie summary. Different from existing rolebased methods [12], [13], [15], the proposed method characterizes the role community interactions via role community
networks so as to correctly identify the highlight scenes of a
movie. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed method is divided
into an analysis stage and a summarization stage. In the
analysis stage, we first perform scene/shot boundary detection
and use human face clustering to detect and cluster the faces
of roles. After that, we construct a role-community network
to characterize the relationships between role communities,
where a role community contains those roles who appear
in a scene. We believe that for movie analysis, using the
relationships between role communities in movie scenes is
better than using the relationships between individual roles, as
described in the book of The Power of Film, “Drama is a social
art form in which a community speaks to itself about itself”
[16]. The concept of role-community networks for movie
analysis is important since, following a carefully designed
scenario, roles in a movie usually form groups/communities
to conduct meaningful social behaviors and interactions to
develop the main plots of the movie. Therefore, the proposed
method identifies the highlight scenes of a movie based
on role-community interactions. In the summarization stage,
we formulate the movie summarization as a social network
pruning problem subject to a user-specified length constraint
so that the summary composed of the extracted highlights
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Notations
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denoted by mk . Note, the 180° rule is widely used in video
and film production [17], where multiple cameras are used to
capture different actors in the same place. For example, in a
talk show, the first camera takes the speaking host at beginning.
Then, the producer switches to the shot that uses the second
camera to capture the expression of guests. The screen is then
switched between the host and guests in the following video
shots that compose the scene. These shots belong to the same
scene according to our definition.
B. Role
A role stands for a major actor/actress in a movie. We use
a face clustering method to identify the roles involved in each
scene.
C. Role Community (RC)
An RC is composed of all roles, who appear in a scene.
Suppose there are Ns annotated scenes in a movie. The
RCs of scenes mk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,N s , are denoted as RC =

rc1 , rc2 , . . . , rcNS , where rck denotes the RC in the kth
scene mk . Fig. 2(a) illustrates an example where a movie
clip contains 12 scenes, involving six roles labeled as a,
b, c, d, e, and f , respectively. In this example, scene m1
contains two roles, a and b. thereby denoting the RC in m1
as rc1 = {1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}. Similarly, the RC in m12 is denoted
as rc12 = {1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0}.
D. Unique Role Community (URC)

can well capture the social behaviors of a movie. The main
contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) to construct a rolecommunity social network to characterize the relationships
between role communities so as to detect highlights in a
movie; 2) to formulate the movie summarization as a social
network pruning problem so that the generated video summary
can better preserve the social behaviors of a movie; and 3)
to optionally incorporate several selections of user preference
into the video summarization framework for guiding the
selection of movie summary to better fit users’ perceptions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we define some important terms used in this paper.
Section III details the proposed approach of constructing the
role-community network for a movie. Our proposed movie
summarization method is presented in Section IV. Section V
reports and discusses the experimental results. Conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.
II. Nomenclature
Before getting into the details of the proposed method, we
first define the important terms used in this paper. The main
symbols used in this paper are listed in Table I.

In order to identify each unique type of role
communities in RC, duplicate RCs need to be removed.
As a result,
the set of identified URCs are denoted as

URC = urc1 , urc2 , urc3 , . . . , urcNURC , where urci stands for
the ith URC and N URC is the total number of URCs, where
NURC ≤ NS . Note that, the RC and URC are indexed
in the chronological order, and URC
⊆
RC,
as exemplified in Fig. 2(b). For example, in
Fig. 2(c), the set of URCs for the movie clip is
URC = {urc1 , urc2 , urc3 , urc4 , urc5 , urc6 , urc7 , urc8 } =
{rc1 , rc2 , rc3 , rc5 , rc6 , rc9 , rc10 , rc12 } .
In this example, rc4 is exactly the same as rc1 , and, hence,
rc1 and rc4 are both included in URC, where we only use
the former one “rc1 ” to represent both of them, while the 4th
element of URC is set to urc4 = rc5 . Note, in this example,
including either rc1 or rc4 in URC will be exactly equivalent.
It is also valid for the settings of the remaining elements.
E. Support Role Community (SRC)
An SRC is a subset of URC. We denote the SRC of urci
as src(urci ), i = 1, 2, . . . NURC , where src(urci ) ⊆ URC.
More specifically, src(urci ) contains the URCs with the roles
also included in urci . For example, the set of SRCs of scene
m2 is src(urc2 ) = {urc1 , urc4 }. Similarly, the SRC in m12 is
src(urc8 ) = {urc1 , urc2 , urc4 }, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d).

A. Scene
In this paper, unlike the traditional definition of a scene, a
scene is defined to be composed of several consecutive shots
taken in the same place. Suppose in a movie the kth scene is

III. Scene Analysis Via Role-Community Networks
In this section, we present the analysis stage of the proposed
movie summarization framework in detail. This stage includes
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Fig. 3. Process of generating the role-to-scene co-occurrence matrix for a
movie.

model a movie as an RCN in which the nodes represent the
URCs and the links indicate whether a member of URC is an
associated SRC of another URC. As illustrated in Fig. 1, after
performing scene detection and face clustering, we construct a
role-to-scene co-occurrence matrix for establishing the RCN,
as exemplified in Fig. 2(c).
In order to identify movie highlights based on the constructed RCN, we define the centrality value for each URC and
clustered them into relevant groups to classify their relationships. The centrality value of an URC is used to measure the
importance of the URC based on its SRC set. Since typically,
in a movie, the role communities in earlier scenes are usually
used to develop the relationships of roles in later scenes [18],
an URC with relatively rich SRC interactions is likely to be an
important role community. In our method, an RCN is clustered
into different relevant groups, each containing a leading URC
and its associated SRCs. Note, in a relevant group, the leading
URC indicates the scene containing the most significant URC.
The scene with the leading URC in a group should be included
in the highlight of a movie, and the scenes with the associated
SRCs in the same group should also be highlighted. The
operations for RCN construction are elaborated below.
A. Role Identification

Fig. 2. Example of a movie consisting of 12 scenes. (a) Roles appearing in
the kth scene mk , k = 1, 2, . . . ,12. (b) Relationship between RC and URC.
(c) Role-to-scene co-occurrence matrix for the movie. (d) SRCs and the centrality values of all of the URCs in URC = {urc1 , urc1 , . . . ,urc8 }, respectively.
(e) Directed graph G for the RCN of the movie. (f) Adjacency matrix A(G)
for the movie.

four steps including role identification, construction of an
Role-community network (RCN), evaluation of the social
power for each RCN node, and clustering of RCN nodes.
The basic idea of the proposed scheme is to construct an
RCN to characterize the interactions of URCs in a movie. We

In this step, we perform role identification to identify
the individual major roles appearing in each scene. Role
identification is an essential step in role-based movie analysis. There exist several research works addressing the role
identification problem. The method proposed in [19] uses the
detected human faces in the preceding scenes in a movie as
training data. After that, each face in the succeeding scenes is
associated with one of the roles in the preceding scenes. This
approach assumes that, in a movie, all roles in a scene have
appeared in the preceding scenes, but it is hard to determine the
number of the preceding scenes used for role face training. The
affinity propagation clustering algorithm was proposed in [20]
to cluster the detected faces into relevant groups. However, the
approach may still misclassify some different roles into the
same cluster, or misclassify some the same role into different
clusters. The method proposed in [21] further combines face
clustering and the character name static in the film script to
identify roles.
As shown in Fig. 3, before constructing the RCN for a
movie, we perform scene boundary detection and human-face
clustering to generate the role-to-scene co-occurrence matrix.
In our implementation, we first use the method proposed in
[22] to detect scene boundaries for a movie. Based on [22], the
scene detection of a video is transformed to cluster shots into
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scenes by formulating this task as a graph partitioning problem. Scene detection can then be achieved by partitioning the
graph constructed for a video, where each node denotes a shot
and each edge denotes the similarity between the two nodes
(shots). Subsequently, to achieve reliable face detection, we
perform both the AdaBoost-based [23] and the neural networkbased [24] face detectors to detect faces in each scene. An
object is identified as a human face only if both the two face
detectors classify it as a face. Moreover, to filter out unreliable
faces, if a face does not continuously appear for longer than
20 frames, it will be removed from the list of faces. In the
face clustering process, we first project each detected face to
the local binary pattern (LBP) feature space [25], then perform
the affinity propagation algorithm in [20] for face clustering.
Since our method only uses the major roles in a movie to
construct the RCN, after the face clustering, the major roles
in the clustered face groups are then manually annotated based
on the movie information available from the Internet (e.g., the
official movie website or IMDb website [32]). Note, facial
expressions, lighting change, and face occlusion may lead
to incorrect face detection and clustering. According to our
experiments, the overall accuracy of face clustering is around
82% after manually merging some oversegmented face groups
that belong to the same role. Such an accuracy rate usually
can do a good job in the role-community -based summarization
as viewers can easily perceptually tolerate the small number
of incorrectly selected scenes due to the inaccuracy of face
clustering.
B. Construction of RCN
In our method, an RCN is a directed
graph G defined as


G = (V, E), where V = URC = urc1 , urc2 , . . . , urcNURC
denotes the vertex set of G, and E = {(v, w) |v, w ∈ V } stands
for the edge set of G, which together indicate the relationships
between the URCs in URC, as illustrated in Fig. 2(e). The
weight of each edge (or path) in G is unity. In Fig. 2(e), the
direction of the edge from urci to urcj means urci is an element
of src(urcj ), that is, urci is one of the URCs with the roles
also included in urcj .
As mentioned before, the narrative of a movie usually
exploits the role relationships in earlier scenes to develop the
role relationships in later scenes. Therefore, the RCN for a
movie should properly describe the relationships between a
URC and the URCs in its SRC set in the movie. Let (urci, .urcj )
denote an edge from urci to urcj in E. The URC relationship
betweenurciand urcj can be expressed by an adjacency matrix
A(G) = ai,j |V |×|V | , where

1, if urci is an SRC of urcj
ai,j =
(1)
0, otherwise
as exemplified in Fig. 2(f) for the RCN shown in Fig. 2(e).
C. Evaluation of Social Power of RCN Node
To evaluate the social power of an RCN node (or a URC),
we define the centrality value of each node in the RCN (i.e.,
graph G) for a movie, so that the larger the centrality value is,
the higher the social power will be. Since the RCs in earlier
scenes are usually used to develop the role relationships in
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TABLE II
Proposed RCN Clustering Algorithm

later scenes in a movie, intuitively the centrality value can be
defined according to the SRC set of each node. In making
a movie, the movie director usually uses several scenes as a
prelude to introduce later role interactions and these prelude
scenes may be associated with several earlier and later URCs
in the SRC set of an URC. To measure the social power of an
URC, we define the centrality value of urck as the difference
of the numbers of the URCs that have appeared and are to
appear, respectively, in its SRC set as follows:


C(urck ) =
(2)
aj,k −
aj,k
jk
j>k


where aj,k is defined in (1). In (2), j≤k aj,k and j>k aj,k
denote the numbers of URCs in src(urck ) for j ≤ k and j > k,
respectively, based on the definition shown in (1). For example,
recall from the example src(urc2 ) = {urc1 , urc4 } described in
Fig. 2(d), the centrality value of urc2 is C(urc2 ) = 1 − 1 =
0, that is, when displaying urc2 , urc1 has already appeared,
but urc4 has not appeared yet. Similarly, Fig. 2(d) shows the
centrality values of the other URCs.
D. Clustering of RCN Nodes
After constructing the RCN for a movie, the nodes in
the RCN will be iteratively clustered into relevant groups
according to their centrality values. Each group consists of
a leading URC node and its associated URC nodes. As summarized in Table II, the proposed RCN clustering algorithm
iteratively performs the following two steps: 1) selection of the
leading URC node, and 2) selection of the associated URCs,
as elaborated below.
1) Selection of Leading URC Node: To select the leading
URC node for the t-th group, the node with the largest
centrality value in the group is selected as follows:
lurc(t) = arg max ∈ urc(t) C(urck )
urck

(3)

where URC(t) represents the set of URC at the t-th iteration
in the RCN clustering process, where URC(t) =URC for t =1.
For example, the first (t = 1) group of the RCN in Fig. 2(e) is
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IV. Proposed RCN-Based Movie Summarization

Fig. 4. Clustering result of the RCN shown in Fig. 2(e), where the URCs
are clustered into the three groups, gs(1), gs(2), and gs(3).

URC(1) = URC = {urc1 , urc2 , urc3 , urc4 , urc5 , urc6 , urc7 , urc8 }
and lurc(1) = urc8 , that is, “C(urc8 ) = 3” is the maximum
centrality value among the centrality values of all of the URCs
in URC(1) .
2) Selection of the Associated URCs: After selecting the
leading node lurc(t) for the t-th group, its associated URCs
will also be selected into this group. To select the associated
URCs of lurc(t), all the URCs in src(lurc(t)) are identified first.
Then, to make the associated URC set as concise as possible,
we remove those urci in src(lurc(t)) should urci also belong
to src(urcj ), where urcj ∈ src(lurc(t)) and j < i, that is, the
set of associated URCs of lurc(t) is selected as

alurc(t)= urci ∈ src(lurc(t))

urci ∈ src(urcj ),
.
urcj ∈ src(lurc(t)), and j < i
(4)
Following the above-mentioned example of “lurc(1) = urc8 ,”
to decide on alurc(1), i.e., the set of associated URCs of
lurc(1), we first select all the URCs in src(urc8 ), i.e., src(urc8 )
= {urc1 ,urc2 ,urc4 }. Because urc4 is already in src(urc2 ) (as
shown in Fig. 2(d), src(urc2 ) = {urc1 ,urc4 }), we remove urc4
and select alurc(1) = {urc1 , urc2 }, that is, the constraints used
in (4) are mainly designed to prevent the inclusion of those
URCs, which already appeared in a previous scene(s) in a
movie, into the set of associated URCs of current leading
URC. Then, we decide on the t-th group by setting gs(t) =
{lurc(t), alurc(t)}. For example, gs(1) = {urc1 , urc2 , urc8 }.
After determining gs(t), we iteratively perform the clustering
process by selecting the leading node and its associated URCs
for the (t + 1)-th group as described below.
First, we set URC(t+1) = URC(t) \gs(t). The backslash
operator “\” denotes the set difference. That is, we remove
the URCs included in gs(t) from URC(t) to form URC(t+1) .
As a result, URC(2) = {urc3 , urc4 , urc5 , urc6 , urc7 }. Then, we
perform the two processes of leading node selection using
(3) and associated URCs selection using (4), respectively.
For example, based on (3) and Fig. 2(d), the two URCs
with maximum centrality values in URC(2) are urc5 and urc6 .
In this case, we select the URC in the former scene as
the leading node, i.e., lurc(2)=urc5 . Then, based on (4), we
obtain alurc(2) = {urc4 }. Consequently, the second group can
be obtained as gs(2) = {lurc(2),alurc(2)} = {urc4 ,urc5 }. The
clustering process is iteratively performed until all nodes (or
URCs) in an RCN are classified, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

In this section, we present the proposed movie summarization scheme that formulated the problem of movie summarization as a social network pruning problem, in which
a user-specified summarization ratio is used to control the
number of scenes containing essential RCs to be preserved,
or the number of scenes containing redundant RCs to be
removed. In general, a good movie summary should remove as
much redundant content as possible while preserving essential
semantic information in a movie. However, as the importance and redundancy of movie content is rather subjective,
a summarization method should also take into account user
preferences. In our method, the movie summarization stage
consists of two major steps. First, all feasible combinations of
RCs and the associated scenes are identified under a userspecified length constraint. Second, the output summary is
selected from the set of identified scene combinations based on
the constructed RCN nodes and user preferences. The details
of the proposed movie summarization algorithm are elaborated
below.
A. Problem Formulation
Suppose a movie contains N s scenes, denoted as F =
{m1 , m2 , m3 , . . . , mNs },, where mk denotes the kth scene of
the movie. Subject to the user-specified summarization ratio
(sr) for a movie, we formulate summarization of the movie as
|ms|
sr
(5)
ms = Umi , s.t.
|F |
where ms is a movie summary consisting of a set of scenes
selected from the movie F, mi ∈ F denotes one of the
scenes selected from F, |ms| and |F | are the lengths (in
terms of presentation time) of ms and F, respectively. The
main problem is, given the length constraint (i.e., the sr),
how to properly select a set of scenes from the movie to
concisely and semantically summarize the movie to satisfy
viewers’ satisfactions. Obviously, there are multiple feasible
combinations of scenes that can meet the length constraint.
Assume there are Z feasible combinations in the candidate set
represented as MS = {ms1 ,ms2 ,ms3 , . . . ,msz }. The proposed
summarization method selects the summary from MS by
solving the following optimization problem:
ms∗ = arg max R(msk )
msk ∈MS

(6)

where ms* denotes the optimal movie summary, and R (·) denotes the retention function defined according to the objective
of summarization, which is used to quantify the amount of
semantic information preserved in a candidate summary. For
example, the cognitive-level methods proposed in [2] and [3]
use low-level features to extract important content, where the
retention functions are defined as the amount of important lowlevel features inside the summary. The affective-level methods
proposed in [8]–[11] use an affective model to select highlight
content into the summary, where the retention function is
defined as the degree of affectiveness in the summary.
In our method, the retention function is designed to measure
the comprehensiveness of preserved RC relationships. As
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aforementioned, the semantic importance of movie content
is dependent on the preferences of individual viewers. The
preference on the amount of RC relationship and on the
number of extracted scenes preserved in a summary for a
movie is different from viewer to viewer. However, no matter
what the user preference is, in the proposed method, each
candidate summary should contain at least the most essential
cluster of URCs, i.e., the first group gs(1), determined by the
proposed RCN clustering algorithm shown in Table II. Recall
from our previous example illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
essential URC cluster is gs(1) = {urc1 ,urc2 ,urc8 }. The optimal
summary is then selected from the candidate list of summaries
to satisfy viewers’ preference, as described below.
B. Identification of Feasible Summaries
Under a length constraint, there usually exist multiple
feasible summaries containing different RC relationships and
the associated scenes to concisely describe the movie content.
In order to select a good summary, all of the URC groups
and the associated scenes should be prioritized according to
their importance (e.g., the social powers of scenes) so that
an optimal summary with the highest overall importance can
be selected from the feasible combinations. To this end, the
proposed method first determines the selection priority of each
URC group and then determines the selection priority of each
movie scene as follows.
1) Group-Level Selection Priority: After constructing an
RCN for a movie, the proposed method first determines the
selection priority of each URC group in the RCN. In order
to keep low redundancy in the selected URC groups, we use
a greedy selection approach that iteratively selects the next
URC group that contains the richest URC interactions in the
remaining unselected URC groups. Suppose there are N g URC
groups in the RCN for a movie to be summarized, denoted
by GS = {gs(1),gs(2), . . . ,gs(Ng )}, obtained in the analysis
stage. The corresponding set of selection priority for GS is
denoted as SP = {sp(1),sp(2), . . . ,sp(N g )}, where sp(k) is the
kth URC group selected from GS, and the selection priority
of sp(k) is higher than that of sp(k+1) and sp(1) = gs(1). The
first URC group, i.e., gs(1), always has the highest priority to
be selected. Then, the next group is selected by finding from
the current nonselected groups, the group with the richest RC
interactions, i.e., with the largest number of URCs in it. The
selection process is repeated until all of the groups are selected
according to their priority from the RCN. For example, for the
RCN shown in Fig. 4, after setting sp(1) = gs(1), we select the
group with the largest number of URCs from the remaining
unselected groups, i.e., sp(2) = gs(3) (with three URCs), and
then set sp(3) = gs(2) (with two URCs).
2) Scene-Level Selection Priority: After determining
the selection priority of each URC group in an RCN,
the next step is to prioritize the scenes associated with
each URC group. Suppose a total of l URC groups
are selected from the set of SP, denoted as SPL =
{sp(1), sp(2), ..., sp(l)} , 1 ≤ l ≤ Ng . Moreover, the q scenes associated
with the l URC groups in SPL
 are denoted as MSPL =

mspl 1 , mspl 2 , mspl 3 , . . . , mspl q , which represents the set
of candidate scenes which may be selected into the movie
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summary. In our method, without explicitly determining a
specific value of “l,” we consider each possible set of SPL
for 1 ≤ l ≤ Ng to generate the corresponding set of associated
scenes. For example, when l = 1, we set SPL = {sp(1)}
and only consider the combinations of SPLs associated set of
scenes. When l = 2, SPL = {sp(1),sp(2)} and the combinations
of its associated set of scenes are considered. We repeat this
process until l = N g , where SPL = {sp(1), sp(2), . . . , sp(Ng )}.
Then, we combine all of the associated scenes for each
possible l to form the corresponding set of M SPL , where we
totally have N g · M SPL sets.
Note that the selected scenes may still have high redundancy
since there could exist several scenes associated with the same
RCN node (or URC group). The redundancy makes the viewer
feel boring and impatient while watching the summary with
the same RC repeating several times. Such problem often
occurs in the scenes with essential RCs. For example, dialog
scenes often appear in a movie, e.g., the main roles have a
conversation in a room, and soon or later, they have another
conversation on a street. However, these scenes look redundant
and should be summarized with only one representative scene,
if these dialog scenes contain similar semantics. For another
example, in a police chasing scene, at the first moment, a
criminal was installing a time bomb and then at the next
moment, the main actor/actress is driving a car to stop the
accident. The scenes are continuously switched between the
criminal and main actor/actress. Although such film style may
bring the climax of a story, it is redundant to include too many
such scenes into a movie summary, while a viewer just would
like to briefly know the evolution of the story. Those repeated
scenes should be summarized with fewer representative scenes.
In order to remove the redundant scenes from each set of
M SPL , we utilize the latent semantic analysis (LSA) proposed
in [26] to measure the similarity between two scenes. The
LSA is a widely used technique in information retrieval for
analyzing the relationship between words and documents. In
our method, a main URC and its associated SRCs in scenes are
treated as words, while their associated scenes are treated as
documents. In short, we apply LSA based on singular values
decomposition (SVD) to analyze the relationships between
RCs and scenes. It characterizes the role-to-role relationship
and scene-to-scene relationship by projecting the role-toscene co-occurrence matrix to the RC feature space and the
scene feature space. After decomposing the role-to-scene cooccurrence matrix [e.g., Fig. 2(c)], we obtain the scene vectors
U, the block diagonal matrix S, and the URC vectors VT .
Then, the similarity between the ith and jth scenes in M SPL ,
i.e., mspl i and mspl j , can be measured by the inner product
of the ith and jth rows of U.S matrix, i.e., ui S and uj S, where
ui and uj denote the ith and jth rows of U, respectively. Here,
we use the following metric to measure the similarity between
mspl i and mspl i as
Sims (mspl i , mspl j ) =

ui S2 uTj
ui S uj S

(7)

where S is a diagonal and square matrix.
Moreover, while watching a movie, we cannot always
remember every scene which has appeared, especially when
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a scene appeared long ago. Hence, we adopt the temporal
proximity weight proposed in [22] to simulate the memory
decaying effect to recall a scene in a movie as
−
wmem (mspl i , mspl j ) = e

1 p mspl
·
dt

i

− p mspl
σt

2
j

(8)
where p(mspl i ) and p(mspl j ) denote the temporal positions
of the two scenes, mspl i and mspl j , respectively, σt is the
standard deviation of scene durations in the entire movie, and
d t is used to control the strength of the temporal proximity
weighting function, which is set to 20 as suggested in [22].
In (8), the temporal proximity weighting function is an exponentially decreasing function of temporal distance between
two arbitrary scenes to characterize the ability of recalling a
scene. Then, based on the similarity metric defined in (7) and
the temporal proximity weighting function defined in (8), we
define the overall weighted similarity (i.e., the redundancy) in
the set of candidate scenes M SPL as follows:
WSimM (MSPL ) =


j=i

Sims (mspl i , mspl j )

× wmem (mspl i , mspl j ).

(9)

Then, the next step is to remove unessential scenes from
M SPL to reduce redundancy. To effectively reduce the redundancy of the scenes included in M SPL , we propose to iteratively
identify and remove the most redundant scene to minimize the
(t)
overall redundancy in MSPL
, i.e., the set of M SPL at the t-th
iteration, so as to generate a compact summary for a movie:


(t)
(t)
m(t)
M
(10)
=
arg
min
WSim
\m
M
SPL r
SPL
spl i
i

m(t)
spl r

where
is the scene determined to be removed at the t-th
(t)
iteration, and m(t)
spl i denotes the ith scene in MSPL . We then
(t)
(t+1)
remove m(t)
spl r from MSPL to obtain MSPL . Subsequently, we
iteratively apply (9) and (10) to identify and remove redundant
scenes until the remaining overall length (or presentation time)
of preserved scenes can meet user’s requirement, while the
retained scenes should still sufficiently preserve the URCs
inside SPL.
Note, the above greedy algorithm considers the richness of
RC interactions at the group-of-scenes level and the dissimilarity (or diversity) between scenes at the scene level. The movie
summaries selected by the greedy algorithm, however, do not
take into account user preferences. In our implementation, we
relaxed the summarization ratio in (5) to sr ± dsr % to use the
greedy algorithm to select a set of candidate summaries that
meet the length range of sr ± dsr %, where d sr is empirically
set to 3. We then perform the algorithm described below to
select from the set of candidate summaries the final summary
based on user preferences.
C. User Preference-Guided Selection of Movie Summary
After performing the algorithm described above, several candidate summaries will be obtained. Let MS =
{ms1 , ms2 , ms3 , . . . ms2 } denote all feasible combinations that
meet the specified length range, where msi denotes the ith

candidate summary (a set of selected scenes) for a movie.
The next step is to identify from these candidates the summary that best satisfy the user preferences. Due to the large
variety of user preferences, it is hard to automatically select
a combination of URCs and the associated scenes that satisfy
a user’s preference. To solve the problem, interactions with
viewers can be performed by asking the viewers to specify
their preferences before the summary selection so as to use
the user preferences to guide the summary selection. However,
before watching a movie, a viewer might not be able to clearly
specify her preference for this movie. Hence, a few works
[11], [27] designed user interfaces for viewers to interactively
specify their preferred content. Most of the existing works
extract low-level features, e.g., color, motion, tempo, from
the user specified items to develop the summary. Instead
of directly asking a viewer to select her favored low-level
features, our method offers three easy-to-select options of
user preference to a viewer for movie summary generation,
including 1) preference on a summary covering more scenes
consisting of major roles, the more the better; 2) preference
on a summary with motion activity, the more the better; and
3) preference on a summary with focus on the movie endings.
It is actually difficult to design a set of specific user
preferences, especially for viewers who have no idea about
a movie to be summarized. Therefore, we intend to design a
set of general purpose user preferences for most viewers to
easily embed their preferences in a summary. If the endings
of story segments or chapters in a movie are known, more
elaborate user preferences may be designed. For example,
the user preferences could be “Would you like the summary
emphasizing on the ending between main actor and main
actress?” or “Would you like the summary emphasizing on
the roles related to the movie ending?”
For the first user preference selection, i.e., “preference on a
summary covering more scenes consisting of major roles, the
more the better,” we count the total number of nonduplicate
RCs associated with each summary candidate We then sort
the number of RCs in descending order and assign a rank
value to each candidate accordingly, where the smaller the rank
value, the higher the priority of the corresponding candidate
summary.
For the second user preference selection, i.e., “preference
on a summary with motion activity, the more the better,” we
calculate the motion attention value (MAV) for each summary
candidate by summing up the MAV of scenes associated
with the summary candidate based on the motion attention
model proposed in [6]. Similarly, we also sort the MAVs in
descending order and assign a rank value to each candidate
accordingly.
For the third user preference selection, i.e., “preference
on a summary focusing on the movie endings,” we sum up
the temporal index of the last video frame in each scene
associated with the summary candidate, which measures the
degree of closeness between the summary candidate and the
movie ending. Similarly, we also sort the index in descending
order and assign a rank value to each msi accordingly.
Finally, for each summary candidate, we calculate the
weighted sum of its rank values corresponding to the
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TABLE III
Proposed Movie Summarization Algorithm

preference options specified by the viewer, where the weight of
a preference is set unity if the preference is specified, and is set
zero otherwise. Consequently, the candidate summary with the
smallest rank is selected as the final summary. The proposed
movie summarization algorithm is summarized in Table III.
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major goal of a video summary to be evaluated. Otherwise,
the summary may be scored lower on a task with lower
performance regardless of summary quality.
On the other hand, in intrinsic evaluation methods, the
quality of a generated video summary is judged directly based
on summary analysis, where the criteria can be user judgment
of fluency of the video summary, coverage of key scenes of the
source material, or similarity to an ideal video summary edited
by an expert. More specifically, intrinsic evaluation methods
usually assess the subjective qualities of video summaries by
adopting a questionnaire methodology to evaluate subjects’
experiences about the summaries. However, film styles and
genres are usually diverse, and, hence, in intrinsic evaluation, it
is usually hard to derive ideal video summaries for evaluation,
even professionals may not agree on which parts of the scenes
to be included in a summary. Moreover, a video summary
may receive different scores under different measures, or
when compared to different reference summaries created by
different experts. Therefore, in our subjective experiments, we
conducted an intrinsic evaluation and designed a questionnaire
to ask subjects to rank the qualities among different video
summaries generated by our method and the two compared
methods [6], [12]. The main reason why we adopted an
intrinsic evaluation in our experiments is that the main goal
of the proposed approach is to generate movie summaries to
satisfy viewers’ user preferences while preserving as much
information as possible, rather than designing for a specific
information retrieval task, as mentioned in [28].
A. Subjective Quality Evaluation

V. Experiments and Discussion
To evaluate the performance of the proposed movie summarization method, we conducted subjective tests to evaluate
the user satisfaction on movie summaries obtained using
the proposed and other summarization methods, including
the attention-based method [6] and the role-based method
[12] that belong to cognitive-level and social -network-based
approaches, respectively. To demonstrate the performance of
the analysis stage of the proposed method and make a fair
comparison with the method proposed in [12], the role-based
method was implemented based on the role analysis technique
in [12], followed by our summarization stage with some
necessary modifications as follows. For the summarization
process for [12], the group-level selection priority is replaced
with the co-occurrence frequency of roles and the input of
LSA is a role-to-scene co-occurrence matrix to follow the main
spirit of “co-occurrence frequency of roles” proposed in [12].
We also evaluated the proposed method without considering
user preference selections and with user preference selections.
There is no standard testing procedure for evaluating the
performances of video summarization algorithms. As mentioned in [28], the existing evaluation approaches for video
summarization can be classified into intrinsic and extrinsic
methods. In extrinsic methods, a video summary is usually
evaluated with respect to its impact on the performance for
a specific information retrieval task. The main problem in
extrinsic evaluation is that the applied metric is required to
be well correlated with the performance of a task which is the

In order to evaluate the subjective quality of various movie
genres, we selected 12 Hollywood movies as listed in Table IV.
We set the summary length to be about 15–18 min for the
compared methods and the lengths of the generated summaries
are listed in Table IV. In our experiments, we invited 36
subjects to participate in the subjective tests. None of the
subjects had knowledge about the algorithm implementations.
In [5] and [10], subjects were asked to participate in all subjective tests. However, since there were 12 test movies in our
experiments, asking subjects to evaluate all test movies would
give them too heavy workload to keep their concentration on
the evaluation. To avoid the problem, each subject was asked
to participate in the evaluation of four movies, which were
randomly chosen from the 12 test movies. Each test movie
was thus evaluated by 12 subjects—an enough number of
subjects to ensure the results not be biased by a few subjects.
Each subject specified her own preferences, and, hence, our
system generated 12 different summaries for each movie for
the 12 different subjects, respectively. In our experiments, the
preferences were specified before watching the movies based
on the fact that viewer usually watch a summary of a movie
before watching the complete movie to judge whether I am
worth to watch or not. A possible extended application of
user preference selection is that a viewer may specify her
preferences after watching parts of a movie if she has no
enough time to watch the whole movie. This viewer can then
specify the user preferences based on her preferences and
the knowledge learned from watching the partial content, so
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TABLE IV
Detailed Information About the Test Movies

TABLE V
Questionnaire Used in the Subjective Test (in Q1 - Q6, Subject Ranks Each Method From the Best to the Worst)

that the proposed method may generate a summary that better
meets the viewer’s preferences. The subjects were not asked
to do the test in a controlled environment. Instead, they were
allowed to watch the assigned movies and the corresponding
summaries as many times as they want in their own chosen
places.
In our experiments, we designed the questionnaire based
on the set of questions used in [29] and [30]. More discussions about questionnaire-based subjective ranking for video
summarization can be found in [31]. Table V lists the seven
questions used for subjective evaluation, denoted by Q1–Q7,
respectively. In questions Q1–Q6, subjects were asked to rank
the movie summaries from best to worst. In Q7, each subject
was asked to give the reasons for the decisions in Q6. Q7
was used to understand the feeling of a subject as well as
to screen out unattended answers. Fig. 5(a)–(f) depicts the
evaluation results of Q1–Q6 for the 12 test movies. The rank
assigned to an evaluated summarization method is denoted by
a score of 4, 3, 2, or 1 to indicate that it is ranked as the best,
the second, the third, or the worst, respectively. Consequently,
the score of each summary for a question is the average of
the individual scores received from all the subjects. Fig. 6
illustrates the weights of the proposed three user preference
selections for each test movie.
In question Q1, subjects were asked to rank the enjoyability
of a movie summary. The enjoyability is to measure whether
the movie summary can extract semantically complete and
coherent scenes, for which the proposed methods significantly
outperform the other two compared methods for most test
movies. For movie #1 and #9, a few subjects felt that the
movie summaries obtained by the proposed methods miss

some exciting fighting scenes or important prelude scenes,
thereby making the average scores of the proposed methods
close to the other two compared methods. In Q2, subjects were
asked to rank the summaries in terms of informativeness [6],
which is used to measure the degree of richness of content
contained in a movie summary. The proposed methods still
significantly outperform the other two methods in terms of
informativeness. For movie #11, the two summaries obtained
by the proposed methods miss some critical content of the
main actress so that the summaries were ranked to be close
to the role-based method [12]. In Q3, subjects were asked
to rank the abilities of movie summaries in preserving the
major plots of the movie, whereas Q4 was used to evaluate
the abilities of the summaries in preserving the major role
relationships. The difference between the major plots and the
informativeness in Q2 is that a movie summary receiving a
high score in informativeness may still contain unessential
scenes, whereas the major plots of a movie should not contain
unessential scenes. The results of Q3 and Q4 show that our
methods achieve the best performances for most test movies.
With the proposed RCNs, the extracted movie summaries not
only preserve important role relationships, but also keep the
major plots of a movie. In Q5, subjects are asked to answer
how the summary captures the movie plot. However, for some
movies (e.g., movies #11 and #12), a few subjects felt the
proposed methods miss some critical subplots, thereby may not
outperform the compared methods in this aspect. The reason is
that the proposed method may miss some subplots of a movie
if the movie consists of multiple main (near-)independent
subplots, where the role communities among them are less
correlated. In case of such situation, the summary obtained
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Fig. 5. Subjective evaluation results of the Q1 - Q6 for the 12 test movies: the blue, red, green, and purple lines indicate the attention-based method, the
role-based method, the proposed method without user preference selections, and the proposed method with user preference selections, respectively.

by the proposed method may concentrate on the scenes
corresponding to role communities with higher social power,
which usually belongs to the same subplot(s). In Q6, subjects
were asked to rank the overall qualities of the summaries,
where the summaries obtained by the proposed methods (with
and without user preference selections) were ranked as the first
and second for almost all test movies (except movies #1 and
#11). In Q7, subjects were asked to identify their main reasons
about the decisions for Q6. According to the feedbacks for
Q7, the subjects’ evaluations were mainly based on whether
a summary can well capture the plot development and major
role interactions in a movie. Most subjects commented that the
proposed methods can bring better user experiences in terms
of the completeness of relationships among major roles, and
the preservation of the main plots in a movie.
The subjective evaluation results also show that the
attention-based method [6] outperforms the role-based method
[12] for about half of the test movies. The main reason is that
the role-based method tends to select the scenes with roles that
have appeared more frequently in a movie, which are usually

in the rear part of the movie, thereby missing many important
scenes in the front part of the movie. Moreover, the main
reason why the attention-based method performs the worst for
several movies is that the attention-based method cannot discover the importance of each role and the relationships among
roles, thereby leading to the missing of some essential scenes
for story development in the generated video summaries.
Note, the genres of the test movies include action, romance, and biography. Intuitively, the summary of an action
movie should contain more action scenes. However, when
the summarization ratio is too low, the preserved contents
selected by the attention-based method mainly contain fighting
scenes, making subjects hard to understand the development
of role interactions. Similarly, the romance and biography
movies typically use many static dialog scenes to describe the
interactions among roles. The attention-based method usually
fails to select these important dialog scenes into the summary.
Besides the above subjective user study, we also conducted
two quantitative evaluations. In the evaluations, we first asked
a professional with film editing expertise to manually edit
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TABLE VI
Comparison of the RC Distribution Similarity Performances of
the Proposed Method and the Role-Based Method [12]

distribution similarity is defined as the histogram intersection
of the two distributions [34] as
Fig. 6. Preference weights of the three user preference selections for the 12
test movies.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the hit-rate performances of selected scenes of three
summarization schemes for three test movies.

summaries for three movies, “The Hurt Locker,” “Lost in
Translation,” and “Evan Almighty,” that the professional was
familiar with. The manually edited movie summaries are then
used as the references for calculating two quality metrics. The
first is the hit-rate of selected scenes, which is defined as
the ratio of the total length of the scenes that are selected
both in an automatically generated summary MSauto and in its
corresponding reference summary MSref edited manually to
the total length of the reference summary itself
Rhit =

|MSauto ∩ MSref |
|MSref |

(11)

where |·| represents the time length.
Note, the higher the hit-rate, the more consistent the scenes
selected in a movie summary to its reference summary. The
comparison result is shown in Fig. 7. Although a manually
edited summary is subject to the editing person’s own preference, it is still a good reference for qualitatively evaluating a
movie summary.
Besides the hit-rate, based on the reference summaries,
we further compare the similarity between the distribution
of RCs selected in an automatically edited summary and
that of the corresponding reference summary. Assume
the RC distribution of the role communities selected
in an automatically edited summary is pMS
=
{pRC 1 , pRC 2 , . . . , pRC
}
,
and
that
in
the
reference
N


ref
ref
summary is pref = pref
RC 1 , pRC 2 , . . . , pRC N , the RC

RCsim (pMS , pref ) =

N
k=1

min(pRC k , pref
RC k ).

(12)

In (12), the higher the similarity metric, the more consistent the selected RCs between the automatically generated
summary and the reference. Table VI compares the proposed
method with the role-based method [12] in terms of the RC
distribution similarity, evidently showing that the proposed
method generates significantly more consistent role community selections with that of the reference summaries, compared
to the role-based scheme.
Our method is implemented in MATLAB 2010a and is
executed on a personal computer with Intel Core i5-2430 M
2.4 GHz CPU and 6 GB memory. When excluding the time
for role identification and scene boundary detection, the complexity of the analysis stage mainly depends on the number
of groups in the RCN and the number of redundant scenes in
each group. In contrast, the complexity of the summarization
stage depends on the number of feasible combinations. On
average, the analysis stage takes about 14 min to construct
an RCN, obtain the centrality values of RCs and cluster RCs,
whereas the summarization stage only consumes less than 0.3 s
to generate a movie summary in all tests.
B. Limitations
The proposed method also has its limitations. Although our
method is ranked the best for most test movies, there are
still few subjects who disliked the summaries obtained by the
proposed method. They argued that the summaries obtained
by our method ignore some exciting scenes, e.g., martial
arts clips, dialog scenes of main actors/actresses, or inner
feeling of main actors/actresses. Essentially, it is a tradeoff
between including more exciting scenes and including more
role interactions into a summary. One possible solution is to
provide an additional option in the user preference selection
to allow replacing some less important role-interaction scenes
in a summary with exciting scenes. Besides, as our method
uses scene as the basic unit for movie summarization, should
be the selected important scenes contain long-duration scenes,
a few important scenes may be crowded out from a summary
due to its length constraint. For some rare extreme cases, the
scene-based summary selection of our method could lead to
inaccurate length control, while selecting most essential URCs
into the summary (e.g., in Table IV, for movie “Ratatouille”
the length of the summary generated by our method is longer
than the others). This problem can be solved by refining the
granularity of summarization from scenes to shots.
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Besides, as the granularity of scene-level summarization is
not fine enough, a summary of a too short length may hurt the
perceptual comprehension of the summary to a viewer, thereby
limiting the length of the generated summary. Nevertheless,
the problem can be addressed by combining our method with
a shot-level and/or a keyframe-level summarization scheme
to generate a very short movie summary (e.g., a 1-min to
2-min summary). For example, one can use a multilevel
scheme which first applies our scene-level method to remove
unimportant or redundant scenes to generate 15-min to 30-min
scene-level summary for a movie, followed by a shot selection
and/or keyframe selection method [33] to further shorten the
summary to the desired length. As a result, with the multilevel
approach, a semantically important scene can be represented
with much more shots or frames, compared to shot/keyframebased approaches. This not only preserve main plots of a
movie in a compact way, but also avoid the representations
of scenes with too few shots/frames caused by only applying
keyframe-based or skimming-based approaches.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel two-stage scene-based
movie summarization framework based on role-community
networks to eliminate semantically redundant scenes in a
movie. In the analysis stage, the proposed method constructed
a social network to characterize the relationships between the
role-communities in a movie. Based on the role-community
network, the centrality values of role communities were evaluated and then used to cluster role communities into relevant
groups. In the summarization stage, our method formulated the
movie summarization as a social network pruning problem,
where a set of feasible summary combinations is identified
and an information-rich summary is finally selected from these
summary candidates. In the selection of movie summary, three
types of user preference were offered as an optional feature to
further improve the subjective quality of the generated movie
summary. Our subjective evaluation results demonstrated the
proposed method outperforms the attention-based and rolebased methods in most test cases. The feedback comments
of subjects also indicated that the proposed method not only
preserve the highlights of a movie, but also keeps the evolution
of role relationship in movies.
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